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Dog performs 
lifesaving measure 
on owner
Toby, a 2-year-old 
Golden Retriever
apparently performed 
a form of tKe Heimlich 
Maneuver on his owner 
after she choked on fruit, 
according to USA Today.
The dog's owner, 
Debbie .Parkhurst of 
Caly®! Md.,-was eaffhg 
¿11. apple when a «Small 
piece became. lodged in 
her airway.
After unsuccessfully 
trying to perform the 
Heimlich Maneuver on 
hersilf^ParkhursRiaid the 
dog actually plashed her 
to the ground and began 
jumping up and down on 
her. ■
Doctors Said that Toby 
should be ^credited for 
paving the woman’s, life, 
even though she literally 
had “pawprint-shaped 
bruises .on [her] chest," ; 
USA Today reported.
Woman sues 
dance partner 
for “negligent 
dancing”
A Chicago woman 
who Wife dropped, on 
her head during a dance 
routine, has filed a lawsuit 
against her dance partner 
for “negligent -dancing,” 
according to the Chicago 
Tribune.
Lacey Hindman claims 
the defendant grabbed her 
and tossed her into;the air 
at a work-related events 
and she consequently 
suffered a skull fracture 
and brain injuries by 
landing on her head on 
a ¿wooden floori the suit 
dktms.
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Sleep deprived?
College students may be at risk
Variety, PAGE 4
FASHION FRENZY
Students model Chicago Boutique
Collection
A&E, PAGE 6.
Last w e e i student leaders from Nazarene schools across the country, visited Olivet, th is year's host school, to 
participate in the annual Nazarene Student Leadership Conference (NSLC).The theme for the conference was 
"Emerge" Participating schools included Southern Nazarene University, Eastern Nazarene College, Point Loma 
Nazarene University, Mount Vernon Nazarene University, MidAmerlca Nazarene University, Trevecca Nazarene 
University, Nazarene Bible College and Nazarene Theological Seminary. Olivet's Executive Council members for 
Associated Student Council (ASC) attended.They are as follows: Student Body President David Wilson, Aurora Co­
editor Jayme Karenko, GlimmerGlass Editor Katie Nichols, Vice President of Publicity Josh Kennedy, Vice President 
of Social Life Rache|.Hoover,Vice President of Spiritual Life Keith Davenport, Men's Residential Life President Ian 
Cole, Vice President of Finance Dana Baumgarten and Vice President for ASC Relations Lindsey Kline. Women's 
Residential Life President Hillary Green, who ¡s tu d y in g  in Spain, was unable to attend.
________________________ ■ Photo by Kimberly Jewell
Streits say goodbye to ONU
By Luke Smith __________
News writer
One of the trffeiversity 
renowned administrators, a 
member oft the, “A-Team,” 
is approaching the* end • of a 
prominent Olivet career;
University Provost Pr. Gary 
«Streitf: and his Wife, Marla, -a 
well-respected professor ,m; 
Oliv^gSchooLof Education, 
announced they will be leaving 
in June to take on the positions 
of President and First Lady of 
Malone University in Canton; 
Ohio. \
With this being his 34th year 
at Olivet, Dr. Streit assumed 
the position of provost just last? 
year. Before becoming provost, 
Dr. Streit was the vice president 
for academic affairs, where he 
facilitated the restructuring of 
the academic departments, as
well as overseeing the launch 
of Olivet’s; first, doctoral 
program.
- Although entering a new 
university community, Dr. 
Streit insisted that their passion 
for Olivet would be impossible 
to leave behind.
“We’re not really leaving. 
We’re going to Malone and 
will give that our all and invest 
entirely in that, but Olivet has 
been, is and Will continue to be 
a massive part of us,!i said Dr. 
Gary Streit
Malone University 
is a member of the Council 
for Christian Colleges and
Universities- (CCCU), a
coalition of 180 Christian 
schools across the world. 
The 115 year-old school has 
approximately 2,300 students, 
300 of whom are graduate
students, _all whoMstudy on 
a campus approximately 80 
acres in size, according to the 
school’s Web site.
"We're not really 
leaving • ••• Olivet 
has been, Is, and 
will continue to be 
a massive part of 
us."
»-DR. GARY STREIT, 
PROVOST
After 13 years, Dr. Ronald 
G. Johnson announced his 
retirement as Malone’s 
university president earlier. 
this year.
Initially, Dr. Streit was 
competing against many other 
potential candidates,-^'
“I didij’t think much would 
come of it, as they had 50 
candidates for the job from 
across the nation. At each 
point, as the cuts came, I felt 
very affirmed throughout the 
process,” Streit said. “It got 
down to the last three and we 
had face-to-face interviews, 
but even before this, Marla and 
I had to pray long and hard.”* 
Dr. Gary Streit began his 
career at Olivet as a professor 
in the English department. 
Soon after, he became head of 
the campus’ career planning 
and preparation office. His 
later roles included chair of 
the English department and
See Presidency PAGE #2
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LETTER SUBMISSION 
The GlimmerGlass encour­
ages readers; to respond 
through letters to the editor. : 
For publication, letters must 
be signed and sent to 
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024. 
The editor reserves the right 
to edit letters for content, 
style, and length. Publi­
cation is not guaranteed. 
Further inquiries may be 
addressed by calling the 
GlimmerGlass office at 
campus extension 5315.
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vice president for graduate and 
adult studies.
Although he’s worked here 
many years, Dr. Streif never 
actually studied at Olivet. His 
undergraduate degree came 
from Trevecca Nazarene 
University in Nashville^Tenn., 
where he met his wife. Nine 
years later, in 1982, he earned 
a Ph.D. from the University of 
Illinbis.
Dr. Marla Streit received 
a Master’s degree from Olivet, 
and earned an Ed.D. , from 
Nova Southeastern University. 
She is looking forward to a 
very different role at Malone.
: “Marla is a gifted teacher 
with great potential, but she 
is going to try being first lady 
and get a'feel for being heavily 
involved with the students and 
faculty,” Dr. Gary Streit said.
He alsff affirmed the views, 
of many education students 
who- have known her as a 
professor. . •
Ssgi ’m just glad I’ve already 
taken all the /classes she 
teaches. I would be so mad if I 
had missed out on them,“/said 
one junior education major 
who was influenced by; Dr. 
Marla Steit.
The Strejtf have recognized, 
through their time at Olivet, 
that leadership' requires a 
passion,
“To be an effective leader 
you have to fall in love with 
the place. ... We already have 
good feelings about Malone 
and its people and its students. 
... They want to see it move 
to the next stage. They also 
wanted someone to get excited 
about that mission and to be 
energetic about it,” Streit-said
Another decision, not taken 
lightly, will be deciding what 
color to wear on the opening 
day; of the 2007/08 ’ NALA 
football season. For their 
opening game, Malone will 
host the Olivet Tigers.
for the 'Big Apple’
By Luke Smith
News writer
Olivet’s' . Dean of 
Undergraduate Enrollment, 
Brian Parker, is - assuming 
the role of Vice President of 
Admissions for The King’s 
College (TKC), based in 
New York City, on June 
1st..
After a lifetime of 
dwelling in Bourbonnais, 
Parker will nowassume an 
office on the 15th floor of • 
the Empire State Building.
Parker will leave Olivet 
after more than a decade 
of service to the university 
and after more than 30 
years as a Bourbonnais 
resident.
“I’ve really enjoyed 
being a spokesperson for 
Olivet and sharing the 
difference that Olivet can 
make in people’s lives,” said 
Parker.
TKC is a liberal arts college 
located in the Empire State;, 
.Building in Manhattan. -
‘King’s College is a very 
unique college. It has a very 
specific mission for training
and educating ¡Students for 
positions in national leadership. 
It’s exclusive in that regard,” 
Parker said.
Although he earned a 
degree in muSiç, Parker took a 
job as an admiSSms counselor
immediately after graduating. 
Through his years working 
there, he developed a long 
relationship with the Office 
of Admissions. Before taking 
his present role, Parker also 
worked as the Director of 
Alumni Relations.
The university has seen 
record enrollment since Parker 
took leadership of admipions.
Nevertheless! Parker is 
quick to share the glory with 
the; feam of admissions staff 
who has worked for him.
t “I’ve really enjoyed 
the people I’ve worked 
With here In admissions,’ 
From the counselors to 
the staff to the student 
workers, [they are all] 
extraordinary people.”!?
Parker’s co-workers 
were quick to return the 
compliments.
“Brian has been 
like a mentor figure to ; 
. me. He’s the only real 
bdls I’ve ever had and 
. I’ve .really appreciated 
the way he’i- been 
such a great p u p p o rt^  
*^id  Adam Asneriltfae 
Associate Dean of Enrollment 
Susan Wolff; Who is currently 
the Executive Assistant “i l f  
University President Dr. 
Bowling, will y a s^ mjL the 
position of admissions director 
in May.
E n ro llm e n t c a p s  a t 2 ,5 0 0
By Mathew Catyvey
News writer
Administrators are capping 
enrollment until 2011 to 
ensure that the university*, 
can offer students sufficient 
housing, classroom space 
and dining/services, Dean of 
Undergraduate Enrollment 
Brian Parker said 
The traditional undergraduate 
enrollment aH Olivet has 
increased by nearly 900 
¿Sjtudentsiin 10 vearsiaccording 
to the Office of the Registrar.
. The undergraduate student 
body may number between
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2,400 and 2,600 students in 
anyigiven year, Vice President 
for Student Development 
Woody Webb. said.
Almost all of the 30 people 
on last fall’s waiting list were 
able to attend Olivet, according 
to Parker. Howeilr, if interest 
in enrolling, keeps increasing, 
Olivet may ... deny enrollment 
to some students;-Webb said.
“Now, we would hate to. 
see than happen, and if we 
have a spot in the classroom 
for them—in the freshman 
cjjSs-^and we have a bed for 
them, then make every 
effort to enroll them,” Webb 
said.
This r year* ' new 
students to Olivet must submit 
a $500 tuition deposit by May. 
1, after which jit will become 
non-refundable, Asher said. 
Academically qualified new 
Students who meet minimum 
academic .standards and pay
■Hhe tuition deposit ¡Mil be 
guaranteed enrollment at 
Olivet until total enrollment 
reaches 2,500, Webb said.
A c a d e m i c a l l y ^  
qualified Nazarenes receiyS 
preferential treatment, Parker 
paid.
The _ Office jjfiofi 
.-Admissions prefers
Midwestern Nazarenest 
because Olivet eiflllg tpsupport 
the Church of the Nazarene, 
Parker said.
In addition, next 
semespira nearly 30 new Olde 
Oak apartment^! 120 new 
beds—will be available to 
students.
A large student body 
would cause Olivet to lose- 
its identity as a small school, 
Asher said.
“[We] don’t want 
to outgrow who we are, you 
know?‘-We’ve got something 
Special here,’^ he said.
E xciting  S e r v ic e s  a t
Ka n k a k e e  F ir s t  C hurch  o f  th e  Na z a r e n e  
w ith  Dr . E d w ar d  He c k
S unday S c h o o l  & W o r s h ip  S erv ices  
9:OOa m & 1 0 :3 0 am
Evening  S ervice 
. 6:OOpm
B ible S tudy & P rayer Meeting  
W e d n e s d a y s-.#:OOpm  - Ro o m s  101-102 I
Shamhlin insurance and
Financial Services
Don’t Let Graduation Mean the End to Your
Health Insurance
Ym fm  worke<J fiant far your dipioma. Sa  <km*l t#t an 
unnecessary gap 1« Health Insurance set ymi te ck  financlally, 
Wh#th#r yeu*re no longer ellgible for your parents’ Health plan» 
flnlshlng a student Health plan» or waltlng fer eoyerage through 
new employer, Short Term Medical Insurance Is the answer.
Meat day coverage la available.
Don’t take chances with your future. Call us today:
Shamblln Insurance and Financial Services 
4 Duncan Or. Suite A ■
Bourbonnais, IL 60914 
(815)939^7163
By Rachel Green
Variety Writer
Our “Biggest Loser” 
H  almost ready for his - final 
Veigh-in.
Chaplain Benson’s' 
diet contest to help hold, 
him accountable for his new 
exlreise - and eating plait- is 
coming to an end.
' “A lof of students, 
alobg with the faculty’' and 
|Btaff helped ehcourage me,” 
Benson said.
Benson entered into 
the die* with an outlook of 
making a lifestyle' change. 
Eating right and accomplishing 
his daily exercise fbutiiiMis*
something he does not w ant®  
give up.
“ Thi$/ 
is the front end 
of a lifestyle 
c h a n g e , * ’
Benson said. “I 
want to change 
the way I eat.
I know when I  
pick up certain 
food it is not 
healthy for me; 
and I am trying 
to change ' 
that.’’. ■
Enjoying a meal 
at Sodexha jias? proven to 
give BensOh the choices he
needs to maintain his healthy
" This is the front end of a lifestyle 
change, I want to change the way I eat. I 
know when I pick up a certain food that 
is not heaphy for me, and I am trying to 
change that."
»-CHAPLAIN BENSON
eating lifestyle. When he is 
not satisfied with some of the 
selections placed before him,,, 
grabbing a bowl of cpj&aL and
fruit has become a favorite 
alternative.
“ I
.am learning 
to. enjoy 
d i f f e r e n t  
kinds of 
food . that 
are better 
for me,” 
Benson said. 
vil“The largest 
s u r p r i s e  
I have 
had is the 
enjoyment of fruit, which I 
haven’t eaten much of in the 
past,” .
Not only has eating
well been part of his lifestyle 
change, but exercise has been 
thrown into the mix. Besides 
weightlifting at Olivet’s 
Fitness Center for an .hour 
three days a week, Benson also 
swims 0.85 miles two days a 
week at Bradley-Bourbonnais 
Community High School. In. 
the near future, he hopes to 
add an afternoon bike ride into 
his routine.
Overall, Benson says 
he succeeded in Staying in the 
right mindset. Although he 
had .challenges keeping with 
his routine during his recent 
trips to Brazil, Amsterdam and 
Colorado, he did the best he 
could. . .
Even though he starts 
back at square one when he 
returns from a trip, he was 
able to immediately get back 
on track.
“Eating here [at 
Olivet] makes it easier for me 
to eat better,| Benson said. “I 
have even stayed avvay from 
the mini candy bars that are 
sitting on Heather [ShanerJ’s
deslip l i
Meredith Tibbe, the 
nutrition student who helped 
Benson create his weight loss 
regimen, believes the Chaplain 
will truly make this a lifelong 
routine.
“I think the positive 
changes. Benson has already 
made sets a good foundation 
for what is to come.” Tibbe 
said. “I believe Benson Wilifl 
take what he has learned about 
nutrition and keep applying it 
to achieve his goals.^L ,
CONTEST UPDATE
The final day to turn 
in your, votes for Olivet’s 
Biggest Loser contest was 
Friday, April 13.
The person with the best 
guess in the following 
categories receives a free 
dinner' with Chaplain 
Benson and his wife:
* Weight lost
* Inches lost around 
waist
* Percentage of 
exercise regime kept-
The winner will be 
announced- in Chapel on 
Wednesday, April 18.
VARIETY
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‘Biggest Loser’ proves to be a winner
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Wedding plans that won’t break the bank
By Sarah Doty
Variety writer
Ally Reader sits 
on the floor • of her Grand 
Apartment painting what will 
soon become the centerpiece 
at her wedding. Because of the 
cost of hiring out a florist and 
someone for her centerpieces* 
Reader has taken it upon 
herself to be creative.
According • to
EZarticles.comgl the average 
American • wedding costs 
around $30,000. Reader has 
planned to spend around one 
fifth of the national average, 
with a budget of $5,000.
In order to fit the 
budgeV , the sophomore
educationmajor,mustfindways 
to cut out costs on everything 
ranging from catering to her 
dress to flowers.
Much like Reader, 
brides-to-be at Olivet are 
finding ways to cu t" out 
unnecessary costs on their 
wedding day budgets.
Emily Dindoffer, a 
senior marketing major, has 
a planned budget of $15,000, 
which is half of the national 
average. She plans to cut back 
by having family and friends 
help her with baking an 
assortment of deserts instead 
of buying a cake. She is also 
writing invitations- by hand 
that she bought a party goods
store.
Abby Day, a senior, 
communications major, plans 
to get hitched thi§ summer and 
has a budgetiof $5,000. Day 
said the key to cutting down is 
having people provide help for 
the ceremony and reception in 
replacement of their gifts. For 
example, her fiançè’s mother is 
making all of the boutonnieres 
as her gift.
Alsd* her roommates 
and best friend plan to do all 
of the flower arrangement and 
invitations as their gifts. She 
also has a. family friend who 
has offered to do her catering 
for her reception at about three 
dollars a plate.
The average cost for 
many of these items,, according 
to the Chicago Wedding 
Services* is ’as‘ follows 
photography averages about 
$1,500, invitations $500 and 
catering around $6,000. All 
three brides are getting theses 
things; at fractions- of the 
national averages.
Although these brides 
are cutting things out of .their 
weddings; Reader, Dindoffer 
and Day all feel as if they 
are getting just as proper a 
wedding as some people get 
for the average $30,000. *-
“It 'Its-’" amazing that 
for only $5,000 dollars, I am 
getting everything I want at
my wedding ,Day said. “X 
don’t feel like I am missing 
out on anything.”
The brides said they 
are cutting back kk that they 
will have more secure futures 
with their husbands. They all 
Want to save money in order to 
r$nt an apartment and pay for 
the rest of their education.
One bride-to-be sums 
up her advice on how to saVe 
money.
, “The moral of the story 
■is do it yourself,” Day said. Sit 
will be more work, but ip the 
long run it is worth it to save 
money for a life together.”
Stud ents neg lect s le e p  for stu d ie s, so cia liz in g
gJJtM
If you think there's something
By Kate Rojek
Variety writer
Dolphy Biswas enjoys*, 
staying in touch with friends 
and family while away at 
college. However, keeping 
connections with, home is 
|paus|ig her sleepless nights.
Biswas, a freshman, 
who came to Olivet Nazarene. 
University from India, stays! 
up until 2 or 3 a.m. mdsl nights 
to talk with people from home,- " 
-where there is an 11-hour 
difference in the time zone.
“X call up home and 
talk to my parents and chat 
with my friends from back in 
India,”- she said. ■When itSft 
night here it’s daytime there,?; 
and therefore I call them at 
night.?* J
On average, Biswas 
only gets about three to four 
hours of sleep per night. This? 
ifc below the requirement 
for college-age students, 
¡according to an article by Dr. 
William Dement of Stanford 
University. The ideal amount 
of sleep is bight hours.
Despite the health 
benefits, many college students 
don’t keep up on their sleep: In 
a study at Stanford University,. 
80 percent of the campus 
population was “dangerously 
¿Sleep deprived,” and the lack 
of an adequate night’s sleep 
was the primary complaint 
among students. • ^
But chatting with her 
foreign friends isn’t the only 
reason Biswas stays up late.
“Homework -does 
sometimes keep me awake 
longer at night,” she said. 
||A nd since I am a night person, 
my papers are better if I work 
on them at night.”
Marilyn Myers, 
Student Health Director, 
stresses that sleep is vital- for
the Health of college students. "
“[Students] need to 
keep up with their sleep. I 
know thaTA hard .to do, but 
|sleep is important,? she said.’.
Sleep is necessary 
to restore body functions 
and Strengthen the immune 
system, according to an article 
in the University of Dayton’s?: 
newspaper. It also rests the 
mind and prepares a person for 
the next day’s challenges.
Junior Stephen
Hollenberg changed his 
sleeping habip- this year 
because his former habit of 
sleeping fiye hours was not 
enough to. energize him.
* *1 . think • a lot of 
“students don’t get much -sleep 
at night, and itMvorks for a 
while, but at the end of the 
.^semester, it drains on you and 
yoti are pretty Exhausted,” he 
said.
. He now tries to 
average eight hours a night.
“I feel -very good 
during the day and . I don’t 
have . trouble staying awake 
the whole day,?he said. “I am 
more energized if I work out in 
the morning as well.”.
Freshman Morgan 
McGreevy -feanother student 
who rises t early to exercise. 
However, his workouts are 
required because he plays 
football.
However, McGreevy 
does not have- a perfect 
sleeping record. His irregular 
sleep patterns have caused him 
to resort to taking medication 
to .fall asleep.
. “Sometimes, when 
I really need to sleep, I take 
Nyquil to rest easier ” he said. 
“I take [the mediciné] to tune 
out my loud and obnoxious 
fellow freshmen.”
Hollenberg credits
homework as a leading cause 
for sleepless nights.
“Usually I stay up 
late, doing homework that 
I have put off all dayj|f he 
said. “Sometimes I also stay 
up because my roommates 
convinced ' me to loyatch a* 
movie* or play a gam egi|
MeGreevy agrees that 
friends can be a distraction..
“Roughly around 
11:45 atlight there seetns to be 
a memo sent out in Chapman' 
that says ‘go crazy, and be as 
loud as humanly possible,’” he 
Said.
However, when sleep 
is sacrificed, so is oneis health. 
Receiving le || than six hours 
of sleep a night is associated 
with | |7  times greater risk 
of disease? according to The 
National Sleep Foundation. 
The chance of - decreased 
academic performance, driving 
accidents,colds, flu and mental 
illnesses, like, depression, are 
all increased,^ ‘
“Losing sleep before 
Class,«! the same as me losing 
sleep before a football game;” 
McGreevy said. “We both are 
going to be slow, and have^a 
lower performance, which • 
isn’t sm art.^
Students.’ methods^ 
for controlling their sleeping 
patterns can also damage their 
health. Biswas, Hollenberg and? 
McGreevy all agree that eating 
food and drinking ^caffeine 
helps them stay up lateness
Biswas also takesH 
naps during the day to curb her 
drowsiness. About 40 percent 
of college students take naps! 
according to the National 
Sleep Foundation, but this 
i§, not recommended. A nap 
reduces the amount of. time a 
person sleeps at night, as well 
as their quality of sleep in the
long run. If necessary, 20 to 30 
minutes of rest in the morning 
is recommended.
Although many Olivet 
f students rarelyget the amount 
lof - sleep they need, others
understand the benetei of 
getting a quality night’s test.
“[I make time|||Mcan 
get some much needed beauty 
^leep^jjl McGreevy said. “It 
takes a lot to look this good, jfl
■pHHI your
■ransmission, bring it to Mr. Transmission for a  FREE  
perform ance .'. ch eck . W ith our step-by-step diagnostic 
service, w e'll find w hat troubles your transmission and have  
you b ack  on the road  in no time.
i  ^ . T r a n s m i s s i o n
I___ L The Professionals «T d F
860 Armor Road • Bourbonnais. IL 60914 *815-933-6699 •www.mrtransmission.com
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What movie and restaurant should Josh review 
next? Let us know at www.glimmerglass.olivet. 
edu.
Dinner and a m ovi e
Josh reviews Chipotle and  
the movie ‘Blades o f G lory’
By Josh Kennedy_________
A&E columnist
Spring iShere. Spring 
ushers in §unny skies and 
sonic warm weather. Il’^ when 
we can break out our shorts for 
the first time since summer (as 
long as;|rt’s pa|(. 4:30p.m, of 
course): *
Oh wait, ggjgi 'still 
freezing (and snowing at 
timep but 9  assure you,.'.ft*Jffl 
April. Still, no matter what 
the weather i$jj nothing geis in 
the way of spring feVerl Spring 
E $ .a  time of fte'Vjjfbeginnings, 
and if the weather’s not going 
to start ahew, then ¿hat’s all the , 
more reason for relationships 
, iisstart anew. So guys forget 
about being turned down last 
f^ a r& t the Christmas banquet. 
The snow came and Covered 
lUjour embairassinent so that 
in the spring you could bloom 
new again.
; You’re probably 
saying, “But Josh,' i t l |  still 
cold out. What do I do?’* I ’m 
glad f o u  asked. Something 
that alwaysjSvarms me up is 
Chipotle. You’ll have to drivK 
to Orland, but that can be a 
good thing. Thjj| offers you a. 
time to chat with your date and 
get to know him or her a little . 
better. You can get a better idea 
'.of his or her taste in music, and 
if you can hold a  conversation 
with him or her. Otttop of that, 
.you can rmpresH your date 
by showing that your world 
expands beyond: the greater 
Bourbonnais/Kankakee^ area,, 
but you don’t have to rely on 
Chicago .for something cool to 
do.
So, you go to Chipotle,
If you’ve never been there, 
brace yourself. It jeiit might be 
one of the greatest meals you 
ever have. For two delicious 
burritos, it’ll set you back 
about Slip I usually indulge 
myself with # steak burrito. If 
you really want to kick it tip 
a notch,-split some||hip& and 
|alsa, or guacamoje if you’re 
feeling crazy.
Sticking with our 
“winter in spring” theme, for,
the movie part of the date,' 
check out “Bladejj|of Glory.’f 
You may want to bring an extra 
pair of pants, because you 
might just laugh them off. The 
basic, premise of this movie is  
that two male singles figure 
skaters played by Will Ferrell 
, and Jon Heder, are banned for 
life from Olympus competition 
after getting in’ a fight. 
However, they .find a loophole 
in that their ban only prevents 
them from being in the singles 
competition. Soon, they team 
up to become the first all-male 
: ice-skating pair. In a sport 
made up of completely male- 
female tandems', a majority pf 
the moves are rather intimate 
and not intended for two 
males.
Chazz ‘ Michael 
Michaels (Ferrell) and Jimmy 
¿MacEJroy’s (Heder) characters® 
are as opposite as they come..
' .is- a rocker yith a 
rough past that S pecialize  
in improvised sessions and 
the ladies. MagElroyis more; 
technical with his approach to 
skating and very polite to his- 
fans. They are literally like 
“fire and ice”.
The chemistry of 
Ferrell and Hedei|||pharacters 
is Very apparent. They utilize 
their quick wits as they are 
^constantly bickering. -Heder 
begins to break away from the 
Napoleon Dynamite stereotype 
in this movie and show some 
of his talent. Ferrell brings a 
top performance as usual. The 
Supporting cast does a fantastic 
job as well. Will Arnett arid 
Amy Poehler demonstrated 
that they are very villainous as : 
the rival pair skaters -  Arnett 
especially showed to be slimily 
evil. Jenna Fischer proved 
there is a life piitside of “The 
Office,” and Nick Swardson 
delivers a great performance . 
PftlMacElfoy’s stalker.
Midway through the 
credits, Hector. (Swardson) 
offers some Comedic relief 
amidst the text. If you want 
to act as though you’re a VIP, 
when your date prepares to 
leave ¿s the credits! start,' lean 
in and slyly comment, “You 
might want to stick around for 
thjsT (as if she has a choice if 
you’re staying).
If you’re looking 
foiward to spring and some 
warm weather like I am, 
“Blades of Glory” and Chipotle 
is a good way to kiss winter 
goodbye ... or maybe punch it 
in the face.
C h icag o  a ttra c ts  s tu d e n ts
By Melody Kennell
A&E writer
Walking along the 
busy streets; of Michigan 
Avenue, visiting- the crowded 
shops, seeing a top-notch play, 
enjoying life in the city*,, then 
catching a train back to quiet»; 
suburban BourbonnaisiS&S
Many Olivet students 
enjoy being close to Chicago 
without actually living in the, 
city.
When searching for 
a college to attend, freshman 
Kate Rojek only considered 
pljhdols that . were in or near' 
Chicago, Rojek’s mother 
had intended Northwestern 
University in Chicago and, 
though Rojek grew up in 
northern Ohio J  her family 
visited the city often. During 
their many .visits, Rojek fell in 
lovbty/ith “the windy city.”
“I love hQw Olivet 
was in more of a suburban area 
but I can still go up to Chicago 
on the weekends,” Rojek said. 
“It gives me a sense of security 
because T don’t think I could 
handle living in thé city right 
now.” . ,
Olivet’s Office ' of 
Admissions markets Chicago 
as one reason why high school 
students should choóái Olivet. 
Admissions counselor Jaime 
Acosta said that the city is a 
big draw for students who live 
far away or in small towris 
without city accent Acosta 
said Chicago i§ an extra 
resource for Olivet students 
because it’s so convenient to 
go into the city.
Acosta tells his 
perspective students” that 
Bourbonnais is" a ‘ peaceful 
place to come back to after 
spendihg time in Chicago.
“Chicago 35 right up 
here an hour away and many 
students go up on weekends
for the city rush,” Acosta said, 
“but they can come back and 
rest from the city adrenaline. 
That’s how we advertise it.”
The first few, times 
Rojek visited the city, she hit 
up the usual tourist spots such 
as “the bean” in Millennium 
Park. Now,' \yhen she goes, 
she enjoys ,||Mifing The 
Art Institute lof Chicago or 
wandering around and finding 
unique things to do. '
Recently, she
• spontaneously decided to 
visit Chicago to see the St.. 
Patrick’s Day Parade .with a 
group of friend^ While there, 
they stumbled upon a knitting 
exhibit that allowed visitors to 
knit in their extra time. Rojek 
Ifenjoys finding unexpected 
stores and events and says 
that Chicago provides endless 
opportunities.
Sarah Manchester, 
a freshman from Vermont, 
didn’t see Chicago as a reason 
to come to Olivet. However, 
she does visit the city. She 
went into Chicago the first 
month of school and has gone 
about four times since. In . 
the :city, Manchester enjoys 
window shopping and eating, 
especially at Giordano’s or Ed 
Debevic V !1
Money is always an 
issue for college students, and 
many students' tight wallets 
keep them from going into the 
city as often as they’d like. 
When Rojek visits Chicago, 
shri tries not to spend more 
than $15. She refuses to buy 
anything in the stores because 
she knows she can find things 
cheaper outside of the city.
Manchester said she 
spends around 30 dollars every 
time she goes into the city.
If it were cheaper, she would 
probably make the trip more 
often.
Many students drive 
to the University Park Metra 
station to ride the train into 
Chicago. A weekend pass is 
only $5, but Monday through 
Friday a ticket costs $4.50 
both ways; The station is about 
30 miles from campus and 
the train ride takes around an 
hour,
•. Many school-
related classes and clubs 
take advantage of Olivet’s 
close proximity to Chicago. 
Orpheus choir is having 
their choir banquet at a hotel 
in downtown Chicago and 
Olivet’s jazz band is going to a 
jazz club on Navy Pier. Green 
Room, Olivet’s drama club, 
takes trips to Chicago several 
times a year to see various! 
productions. Introduction to 
Fine Arts, a class required for 
all undergraduate students, 
requires that students visit an 
art museum, so most students 
go into Chicago to tour the art 
institute.
Before ' coming to 
Olivet, junior Katie Brashaw 
had never been to a big city. I  
When she first walked but of 
the train station .and saw the 
giant skyscrapers all around, 
she was amazed. The people 
She came with knew the city 
and thought she was weird for 
taking so many pictures, she 
says.
Some students have 
grown up near Chicago 
and don’t think of it as an 
exciting place to be. For other 
students, living near the city 
is an adventure they’ve never 
experienced before.
“My other friends [at 
home] are jealous that I live 
so close to the city, because to 
them Chicago seems exotic*« 
Rojek said. “I feel very cool.”
Students m odel latest fash ions from  the Chicago Boutique Collection
Students model stylish trends in Cbalfant Hall on March 24. Afterwards, some models 
were auctioned off for dates. Submitted photo
Left, more students introduce 
the Chicago Boutique Collect 
tion to the audience.
Submitted photo
Jiin io r Family and Consumer Sciences major Laura Martz poses a@he 
end o f the runway. Submitted photo
Sophomore Greg Hexroth and junior Gabrielle Greely 
make an appearance at the end of the show.
Submitted photo
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“Praise be to God, who has not rejected my 
prayer or witheld his love from me!” Psalm 66:20
Davenport elected VP of Spiritual Life
New Spiritual Life leader shares vision for campus ministries
Newly elected Vice President (VP)/of Spiritual Life Keith Davenport smiles with current VP McCartha McKenzie at Chrlst- 
mas Banquet. Submitted Photo
By Bethany Sackett
Spiritual-Life editor
Sophomore äCeith Daven­
port was elected the new-Vi&e 
President!^ (VP) o f. Spiritual 
Life over thqijstudent body for 
the 2007-08 academic ¿chop! 
year last week. He will offi- 
U y M u n e  his position in 
^he fall.- . •
He will have: leadership re- 
pponsibilitics' in campus min-| 
istriesMchapel and overseeing 
the spiritual wellbeing of Slu* 
dents.
The Spiritual Life 
Committee sponsors Several 
programs and activ itH R or, 
students to help them ’grow 
in spiritual development and.. 
Christian service.
According to the current 
2005-07 ^catalog|| ’‘Spiritual 
Life also. dirécts off-campus 
ministries; which include Life- 
: song, Omega, Evangels^ ComlS 
passionate Ministries Urban 
Children’s Ministry, ministries 
through mime, and others.” ’ 
All studei&s are encouraged to
participate.
Davenport, majoring in pas­
toral ministries and m iniSP  
rial miffionffl feels prepared 
for the job. He has served two 
years a class chaplain and 
has been the Spiritual Life 
secretary under current VP 
McCartha McKenzie for three 
semesters.
. “As secretary.... I got to 
know almost all the ins and 
outs of the ministry. My pasto­
ral ministry classes and practi­
cal experienced -will also serve
as strong foundations for this 
position,” Davenport said.
He also said, “I have a love 
for the ministries Of Olivet and 
[I] know their hearts. God has 
given me the gift of adminis­
tration and I want to use that 
gift for his glory in this capac­
ity.” . *
Davenport ready to get 
started, already outlining cer­
tain changes'he wants to make 
in meetings^ council unity, ad­
ministration and the budget.
Davenport said,. T want to
start your  wardrobe
w ith  sav iiA /g s!
I 15% Off Entire Purchase 
In Northfield Square Mall
I
¡_ _  _  _815-929;01_13
Across From Ruby Tuesday
ll Self-Storage
Computerized Gate Access 
Gate Hours 7am to 7pm 
Open 5 Days A Week 
Professional On-Site Management 
Climate-Controlled Units Available 
. Commercial-Residential 
Complete Moving and Packing Supply Store 
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Bourbonnais % 
1847-B Arm our Rd_ 
(815) 928-5000
Student
Di/count
100%  S a t i s f a c t i o n  G u a r a n t e e d
have close relationships with 
all ministry leaders in order 
to help them reach their full 
potential. We will reevaluate 
how each ministry is currently 
working and try to make ad­
justments as needed.
In addition, he said,, “I also 
want to pour a lot more energy 
into publicizing and support­
ing these ministries.”
All ministries that work di­
rectly under Spiritual Life will 
be directly affected through 
•these areas. These changes 
• will be enacted in order to es­
tablish better communication 
between Davenport and the 
ministry groups.
Davenport said, “I will know 
what is going- on more and be 
able to support the ministry 
leaders more efficiently. The 
stronger support will also raise 
campus awareness of what 
.. these ministries are doing.”
Among chapel responsibili­
ties, Davenport will be direct­
ly involved with the annual 
Festival of Ministries chapel. 
According to Davenport, the 
details for next yearls ministry 
' chapel are still being “ironed 
out,” as he begins to meet with 
Chaplain Benson and other 
School administrators.
"I want to have 
close relationships 
with all ministry 
leaders in order to 
help them reach 
their full poten-
t ia im ;: ;M p !S ^ H
»KEITH DAVENPORT, VP OF 
SPIRITUAL LIFE
ffl However, he did say, “I am in 
conversation with my counter­
parts at SNU.’MNU, MVNU, 
TNU and PLNU about doing a 
combined event. Although this 
instill on the drawing board, 
something very exciting might 
come about.”-
While planning the Festival 
of Ministry and other similar 
events, Davenport will be men­
tored by Chaplain Benson. • 
“I’m really excited about 
working closely with Chaplain 
Benson. He'will provide great 
guidance for this position,” he 
said.
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Globalization beyond the economy
By John Clack
Spiritual Life writer
Nearly 60 students and 
one faculty member met in 
the .Warming House for a 
night of missions-oriented 
prayer. Abandoned Devotion, 
an annual event organized 
through collaboration between 
the campus groups. Prayer 
Warriors and Mission Support, 
lasted five hours into the 
night.
Prayer Warriors leader Emily 
Minnis guided the participants 
through the agenda, calling 
on people with experiences 
in ^short-term and long-term 
missions to styare their hearts- 
and knowledge of a country 
and its culture. After > each 
person presented,.: the entire 
group .would gather to pray for 
that country.
Abandoned Devotion 
kicked off what would turn
out to be a week of global . 
emphasis. First, the political • 
science department’s campus 
club. Capitol Hill Gang hosted 
their bi-annual debate this year 
titled, “Wal-Mart -  Friend or 
Foe?” a debate on the morality 
of big business and global 
economies.
Then, Olivet Alum Daryl 
Kreml, a London-based lawyer 
for the firm Willkie, Farr and 
Gallagher, spoke on the unique, 
global nature of Christianity as 
a part of Olivet’s Centennial 
Speaker Series.
“The world has gone global,” ■ 
said Kreml. He paused. 
know that sounds redundant, 
like' saying that the wheel is - 
round®
A former lawyer for the 
advocacy group, International 
Justice Mission (IJM), Kreml’s 
experience with globalization 
rrs extensive. He has also
worked for the CIA.
The globalization he speaks 
Rif has nothing to do with the 
spherical shape of the earth.
Kreml told of a specific 
and unique experienc^-he had 
while staying in the United 
Arab Emirates.
Waiting for a long-delayed 
flight home, he visited a nearby 
café. Drinking a diet Coke and 
eating Pringles, Kreml was 
surprised by one of the café 
employees.
“There was this [traditional] 
Muslim-Pakistani . . . woman 
-¿leaning the tables and singing, 
‘...sometimes when we touch, 
the honesty’s top much.. $  the 
lyrics to a.Dan Hill song.” 
This was not simply economic 
globalization .that Kreml. was 
experiencing* where people 
buy and sell identical products 
with different currencies; This 
was deeper. It was cultural.
Cultural exposure is mutual 
thanks to the global media. 
Images of and information 
about the disenfranchised, 
near and abroad, is available 
to every person willing to pay 
attention.
Thanks to the example of 
the Apostle^ followers of 
Christ have historically been 
among the most attentive.
As Christians, our concern 
extends' beyond the physical 
needs of people. . •
Minnis expressed admiration 
for the missions focus on 
Olivet’s campus when 
discussing Abandoned
Devotion..
“I hope it’s not a temporary 
fad in our student body. I hope 
it’s a marker of our generation 
that we would be concerned 
about the world and it’s 
problems,” she said.
“When Jésus gives the Great
Commission, I kind of like to 
take him seriously.”
The Prayer Warriors do not 
claim any one verse from the 
Bible as a motto, but Minnis 
pointed to one that is popular 
during th^ Tuesday night 
prayer meetings.
1 John 5:14-15 says, “This 
is the confidence we have in 
approaching God: that if we ask 
^anything according to his will, 
he hears us. And if we knowS 
that he hears us— whatev^riwe 
ask—we know that we have 
what we. asked Of him.’l n  
Abandoned Devotion is 
an opportunity to learn t o t  
acknowledge the burden of 
the world’s salvation, bringing 
the responsibility of mission 
work into the;-simple setting 
of prayer, and in that , place is 
where true philanthropy begins! 
and constantly retum&BE
Learning to give your life away
By Julia Biplges
Spiritual Life writer ,
Last OctoberMwe had a 
Missions Fair here at Olivet. 
The theme was" “(¿five your life 
away.”* Thisphrase stuck with 
me for a while, and brought to 
my mind the^vords of Jesus in 
John l2 :24-25 i|| tell you the 
truth, unless a kernel of wheat 
¿falls to the ground and dies, 
it remains only a single seed. 
But if it dies, it produces many 
seeds. The man who loves his 
life will lose it, while the man 
who hates his life in this world 
will keep it for eternal life.”
I began to think about this 
amazing paradox of giving up 
one’s life in order to truly live.
As Saint FranciPput. it so 
well, “ ...it is in giving that 
we receive, it is in pardoning 
that we are pardoned, and it 
is in dying that we are bom to 
eternal life.^B 
What would the world around 
us think about such an idea? It 
seems kind of incredible. Yet 
I have many times seen it lived 
out in the lives of my brothers 
and sisters around me. I have 
seen friends and strangers 
; ■‘giving away” their lives day in 
and day out in many different 
ways: students volunteering in 
the community around us, or 
offering their Christmas break 
or spring break in volunteer 
¿service around the country 
and around the world, faculty 
devoting time and energy, even 
making personal sacrifices, 
to shape the lives of students, 
staff working tirelessly and 
cheerfully to make Olivet a 
■place of friendly hospitality,', 
churches and families bonding
together to support one another, 
worship together, and spur one 
another on in th e ‘Christian 
journey.
I belieye that these people, 
have found and experienced 
the truth of Christ® words 
when he continue^ in John 
1§ 2:26 saying, “Whoever serves 
me must follow me; and where 
I  am, my servant alsdvfifl be. 
My" Father will honor the one 
xvhosefyes me.”
When we give up our own' 
lives, our own agendas, desires, 
plans and preferences in order 
to follow Jesus and serve as hag 
serves, we then find ourselves 
in his presence. God our Father 
 ^is faithful to honor tho|e who 
give their lives in such a way.
But there is more to giving- 
our livqs1 away than simply 
allotting a certain amount of 
time or resources to acts of 
service. In fact, to give-our 
lives away means to relinquish 
every part, including even our 
education and thifl time of 
preparation for life that we call 
“co llege .^
We must- evaluate why we 
are now, and what paths we 
will $et for ourselves to lead 
us into the future. Are we in 
college to prepare for getting 
a good job, being successful 
personally, finding fulfillment 
of our own needs or gaining 
the enjoyment of earthly 
pleasures? Or are we here to 
prepare for giving our lives 
away, one day at a time for 
as long as we live, in order to 
follow Jesus and be where het 
is; making sacrifices to love 
and meet'the needs of others 
above ourselves.
Sometimes we may not 
realize that Service to Jesus; 
comes at a cost. Christ has 
given us the power, and we 
need to follow his example.
For example, in Johi*ra27- 
:28pfli|}ng the hour of fiiss 
crucifixion J^tis saidi “Now! 
my heart is troubled, and whati
shall 1 say?' ‘Father, save me 
from this hour’? No; if was 
for this very reason I came to 
this hour. Father, glorify your 
namely!, A:1 >.
When we choose to give our 
five’s -awqy||we will come to 
varfousFours in -which we will 
be very troubled, for we will
be called upon to make great 
. sacrifices.. We must remember 
that suph times are part of the 
very purpos&for which God 
has called .us. Will we pray, 
for God to rescue us from ouri 
circumstances? Or willweljay 
. instead, “Fathef, glorify ||o u r 
name!”
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By JP Troglio
Sports writer
Thanks to an off­
season of ¿winging sledge 
hammers in the weight room 
and long hours the turf 
room conditioning, the ONU 
women’^ softball team is in 
full swing this season and look 
ready to defend their NCCAA 
^championship.
The Tigers1 have had a 
rather ydung look to them this 
year with one Senior on
the roster. Head cdach Ritchie 
Richardson heading into
his sehsonytts^the varsity 
head ; coach and has great 
expectations for the girls this 
season.
j |||w e  are • 1 ? K  right 
now and 3-1 m conference, tied 
with Saint Xavier University. 
1 am really pleased with that. * 
We are a young team with 
five freshmen starting?* said 
RichardsoiP “TheSe giifsjiave 
cofile in and really made an 
immediate impact. We dropped 
a few games early due tofome 
adjustments the gfris had to 
make, but Mth &jme-big wins 
and "some big games ahead 
we can really pull off a good 
season .^
. third. base,-.. 
freshman Rachel Comoglio is 
leading the team in homers and
is tied with fellow freshmen 
• Caitlin Gidcumb, pitcher and 
outfielder, y for the RBI leader 
with' 29 for thé season. Other 
rookie^* include shortstop 
Marisa Baker and catcher 
Norah Duffy.
“Norah is the best 
defensive catcher f e  have 
¿ver had at ONU,“ Richardson 
*said.
The returning players 
also provide a definite 
advantage in bringing sile|©|s 
to this’year’s squad. The team 
will not only need great fielding 
and hitting, but pitching will 
be the final ingrédient to 
winning.
The team has a very 
■■strong pitching presence 
with NAIA All-American 
Lauren Chegsumivho is off 
to a 9-5 start with an ERA of 
2.54. Lauren on her way to 
breaking the all time, strike out 
|e j |x M a t ONU v|th already 
116 this year. Also bringing 
heat to the mound is freshman 
Kellie Koverman who is . at' ' 
a 5-2Ëkart Jlith an ERA o i l  
p..85?v and f|opho||ore Abby* 
Page who went 17-8 Jâst year 
and has an ERA of 6.56 this 
/season.
Returning fielders- for 
the lady Tigers pcjude sènior 
Megan Smalley at first baseJB
and junior outfielders Marcia 
Grimes and Amy Murray, 
who are having great seasons 
already both batting well over 
.420.
The season has already 
had some accomplishments to 
cheer about. The women took 
the title at the ONU Invitational 
Tournament and split games 
with Saint Xavier University,
. which was a top goal.
Looking forward, the 
team hopes enter a week that 
has 10 games and close the 
week with a total of 10-wins.
“This week will be a 
big one for us. I mean coming 
out of a week 10-0 will be a 
huge success4 for us,” stated 
Richardson.
. They also hope 
to defend their NCCAA 
championship, and take the 
NAIA conference Ijitle and 
eventually hit their way into 
the national tournament,
“Those are our goals 
for this season, • ju£t: taking 
them one. step at a time’”'*] 
||tated Richardson, “We have 
become mlhtally tough and 
have worked extremely hard 
th is^ isd n .^  am pleased with 
the girl|^ effort and we hope 
to come hack and defend our 
*title and win the NAIA title-as' 
welL” 1 1
EARN MONEY AND PREPARE FOR YOUR FUTURE.
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Read about the teams online. 
Visit glimmerglass.olivet.edu.
Hoping for N a tio n a ls
Womens softball gains momentum
R e fe re e s sh a re  
intram ural sto rie s
By Gary Bishir
BRANCH CUSfOMER|ERV|CE REPRESENTATIVE -
Imagine, building a strong resume with solid profe^onar experience before y o iP i 
graduate. At N a tio n a lity  we provide the opportunity to learifand grow and can' 
start you on yopr path to profes^tom|;s30ps,-Tak^  advantage of our encouraging 
and. educational work' environment. And with our many convenient branch locations, 
you won't hav.e far to travel. Discover how our part time works for you/
Let's get to work.
V isit NationalCity.com /experience110 today.
National CHy„
NationalCity.com | © 2007, National City Corporation«: ' . ,
National City Corporation subsidiaries and member banks are Equal Opportunity Employers. 
National City does not hire individuals in F-1 or J-1 status for trainee positions. National City 
requires candidates to submit to pre employment drug screening. .
Sports writer
Their job- description 
^ .e ludes being a part of heated 
arguments^ trying to break 
up brawlA' and sometimelg 
watching individuals . cry. 
They aré not bodyguards for 
the Jerry Springer Show; 
they- áre referees for Olivet 
intramurals.
Bill Strope, an Olivet 
senior who has been refereeing 
’ since he If as a freshman; said 
he há$ been harassed on and 
off the court. He recalls several 
instances where intramural 
athletes got right Into his face 
and cussed him 
out
In his 
third year as 
an intramural 
referee, junior 
Lee Adams, 
has seen some 
r i d i c u l o u s  
events unfold 
in the heat of 
competition? he 
said. Topping 
his list of the ridiculous is 
probably a scene involving a 
disgruntled dodge ball player:
“T 11 ne ver forget, a guy 
just broke down and started 
crying because he lost a dodge 
ball game,* said Adams.
Kyle Ireland,, thé 
interim director of Olivet 
basketball intramurals, said 
he has been an eyewitness to 
many absurd actions on the 
court. Ireland saw a player 
being fouled while trying to 
attempt a lay up.
“After the foul, he jiist 
tomahawked the kid and he 
was out cold,” Ireland said.
Pride and
competitiveness are the main
reasons people act immature 
during intramural games 
said Ireland. The majority 
of players remain composed, 
but there are 10 to 15 athletes 
a year that can not control 
themselves.
Six basketball players 
this year have been ejected for 
poor sportsmanship according 
to Nathan Merki, the intramural 
administrative assistant. 
There' are 12 basketball- 
specific referees,-^ who have 
been specifically qualified to 
blow the whistle on the mosjs 
participated intramural sport 
on campus. There are 16 
in tramural 
w o r k e r s  
that help 
f a c i l i t a t e  
the other 15 
sports. They 
also help 
o r g a n i z e  
and run non- 
s p o r t i n g  
events such 
as chess ' 
and video 
game tournaments. Olivet 
intramurals has a wide
selection of athletics. They
offer the common||ports such 
as basketball and softball, as 
well as a few rarities such as 
pickle ball and racquetball.
A person • off the 
streets doesn’t need to have 
a high IQ to figure out that 
these, individuals earn their 
minimum wage.
Strope said he is 
never hesitant to make a close 
call. He is confident in his 
officiating but knows he isn’t 
a professional. The seasoned 
referee has learned to ignore
See Referee» PAGE #10
"It's a great oppor­
tunity for students 
to meet new people 
and play competi­
tive sports."
» LEE ADAMS, INTRAMURAL 
REFEREE
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Sports outside 
the bubble
MLB Season Predictions
By Jimmy Street
Sports columnist
Spring is here.
Along with Spring 
comes perhaps my , favorite 
sports season of all: Baseball 
season, and so far, not much is, 
extremely surprising. •
First, we’ll disculs the 
National League. I’ll begin in 
the' home of the 2006 World 
Champion, the Louis'
Cardinals; First and f^ tet^^tJ 
my pick for the Central is St. 
Louis, not because of their1 
talent; but because of their 
experience.
Behind the Cardinals,! 
here^ how things fall into 
line in myltittle crystal ball: 
Milwaukee because of a solid| 
blend of pitching^ Houston 
because they’re always decent,! 
Chicago because no team 
in history has come from as' 
bad as they Here last year to 
win the division," Cincinnati 
because they aren’t that good 
and Pittsburgh because they 
are that bad.
In the East, I’m going 
to go with the masses and bank 
on the New York Mets winning 
the division. The Braves will 
finish in second," and probably 
win the Wild Card with the 
Phillies trailing thereby about 
six g a m e ^ |^ ® |||i^ ^ M i
Out west in h e r e  the 
pitching really lives. I am very 
impressed with San Diego’s 
rotation and obviously with 
Trevor Hoffman in the pen, the 
Padres are tough. The Giants! 
and Diamondbacks added a 
few arms as well, but my pick
for the West is the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. Final standings:
Dodgers, " Diamondbacks,
Padres, Giants, Rockies.
Next" let’s discusâ the 
American League
The AL Easf^withoht! 
question the best division in 
baseball, and traditionally a : 
foot race between Boston and 
New York.
This year is no different 
in that regard, but there is no 
way the Bostón Red Sox do 
not win the East this ypar. 
With a rotation consisting o f  
Schilling, Matsfizaka, BeckettJ
"I am very 
impressed with 
San Diego's 
rotation and 
obviously with 
Trevor Hoffman 
in the pen, 
the Padres are 
v tough."
PVakefield and Tavarezi. the 
Red Sox throw the best 1-2-31 
punch in ||pjeptÏÏ; Behind the! 
Red Sox Come the Yankees!? 
who will win tfye Wild Card,! 
Toronto, Baltimore and Taxhpa: 
Bay.
TheAL Central is the deepest 
division in all of baseball. 
This is a four-team race, and it 
^should be all year. My pick to 
come out ahead in this fiasco, 
Ts Cleveland. The Tigers were 
phenomenal last year, but I 
don’t see them keeping up with 
the Indians in the long haul and 
the White Sox finishing third, 
the Twins will fall all the way 
to fourth in the division.
In the West, it’f|another toss 
up between Anaheim and 
Oakland, but because; of the 
Augeljp superb pitching staffs 
I’m taking the Halos, -
The A’s will keep it tight all 
year, but I just don’t foresee 
■ their pitching staff keeping up 
like it used to. Behind Oakland 
will fall Texas and Seattle.
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Carmin Green * ^  > : y ' '  ' '  :
NAIA National Indoor 1,000 Meter Run Champion
L) What event do you specialize in, arid how many times 
have; you competed in the NAIA indoor national 
competition? •
Prwi the 1000 meter run. I  have competed at nationals all 
4 years. .
2. ) How does it feel to be a national championY; ,
It feels great!
3. ) What was the competition ttke jji W event§||
There-was grwrunner from Simon Frasier that
V would be tough to beat. She placed ahead o f me last year at 
nationals. . •
4. ) Did you expect to place lirstt Did you anticipate any su&É 
cess?
' WeUjI had the fastest time on the Performance List going , 
into the meet. Bust rankings do not necessarily indicate an easy,
victory. I  knew that I  wpuld have to go out there and perform to the best o f my ability in order 
to win.
5.) What do you attribute ypur achievement to?
. First and foremost: GOD. He has me all that L have. Coach McDowell has been 
a huge part of^sU ccesM Lm ytfirfed tellhtg me after 2006 irrfàPrs^ìhdt /  could be a national 
phampion in 2007"¿¿0%told rn0thàt fp r a whole year. He pelirfd^ in me and helped PmaekiÈiaÉ 
that godi. Also, tiiy teammate Bethany McCoy has been the best-training partnehrfwft could 
ask for. Shpiis always therefor encouragement and support. pMareable ip push eacffpther in 
Workouts morder to hitph^prdgyitirnestfuùcoacMpetsforus.
Bethany McCoy
NAIA National Indoor 1 Milè Run Champion
1. ) What event do you specialize in and how many times you 
have competed iri the NAIA indoor national competition?
, 1600 met&open pun^LcorfpCiedrfWdCs w phffyysnt and the
Distance Medlm relày,
2. ) What was your preparation like for the event$t| 
Thfiwwere a. couple o f gims that could Ium&been good com 
petitionJ0ou never ready kWSy a t the NM iomdrfPèfyfrfeht 
in ranked first by axoupWpfseconds, but that doésifittÉp& tO<%
, much because, anything can happen. Preparing fo r  the meet 
, was pretty much like any'Omer race...picture the remI in nrfrfS, 
head; try and mentally prepare for getting passed, blwjmd in, 
talc., and get good sleep.
3. ) Did you expect to place first? Did you anticipate any sue-! 
cess?
Based on the thtoes, I expected to lead the race, but I knew that the girls ranked right be- 
. hind me had a lot o f drive and passion as well.. 5 $  I  had M ant^fipme^somes&ongcompétitióttM
4. ) How does it feel to be a national champion?
f ih  is pretty éxcitmg! It has been mygoal since freshman year. But at the same timp^itlSm 
kindd just like any other race in the sense that ¡want to keep improving and bringing my time 
down. ■ .
5. ) What do you attribute your achievement to$:J|S?
•7 have to give a lot o f credit to. my teammates and coach. They have alWMrfpusked me 
to try my hardest and to work hard to reach my goals. 1 could not have done itMitkOpt them. 
Also, o f course, God because He gave me a talent and the opportunity to develop it.
REFEREE
«IONTINUED FROM PAGE #9
any bickering that comes his| 
way.
‘T figure I am allowed 
two or three bad calls a night,?« 
Strope said jottigly.
Neil Bellomy, a senior 
at Olivet, has been a part of 
the officiating squad since h is ' 
sophomore year. In his - first 
couple of games, Bellomy was 
. very timid in Ms officiating. He
even second-guessed if this on * 
campus job was for him. After 
a few year! wearing the striped 
shirt, he now calls hlj> games 
with an iron whistle. When a 
player tries to overturn a «call, 
Bellomy simply ignores the 
player and continues with the 
play of the game.
Despite the negatives, 
the referee&still like their jobs. 
They attribute a love for sports 
and flexible hours as reasons": 
why they like to be a part of 
the intramural workforce.
All the grief
the referees receive noE 
withstanding, they agree
intramural^is ® great addition 
; to Qlveii|l |  community. The ; 
general , consensus,' is that 
intramurals.are a lot of fun, 
but unfortunately the negative 
aspects do $ffiid out The 
benefits of intramurals seem to 
outweigh the cp£)pthe®said.
fe-^T^sagreatopportunitjl 
‘ ii^ - studentg to meet newt 
people and play- competitive 
¿ sports,” said Adams.
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Christian pacifism in a world of war
Support fo r  the cross outweighs supportfor the country
By Eric Paul
Forum Writer
Ajfew weeks ago a 
group of students decided to 
gather together in an effort to 
pray and be wiUip^ tO discuss 
certain is§ues about the -war 
in Iraq. I am not aware o f  all 
the rumors that have surfaced 
as .a result of our “Prayer for 
Peqce,” but I'can assure you 
that most of us^were a bit 
Surprised if not startled by the 
hostile ¡(response.
I want to take the time 
to dispel at least one myth. 
The group that gathered on 
i/il|g3day -  the 4th anniveiMry 
|$rf the War in.. Iraq -  does not 
hate America. We.are thankful 
for theriffeedom that we, share 
in thi^jnation. It is also pur 
hearifelt in||ntiQp not to 
dishonc^thosi troops who are
fighting. However, it is also our 
. Conviction that we honor God 
above America. We believe in 
the message of the cross above 
the hoisting of the flag. Any 
effort to place a kingdom of 
thi.^ world above the kingdom 
of heaven is worth a protest.
This concept ' is" 
often hard for some to 
grasp. Conservative and 
liberal Christianity, both' in 
different ways, have taught 
'' whole generations to assume 
that America Tis | essentially 
Christian at its core. These 
Christians ' assume that 
democracy and any method 
that produces democracy | | | |  
the key political task of the 
Chfibch. Democracy has 
• become the tool of salvation in 
the world of the ‘Iron Curtain.’ 
One question that should be 
raisedforthe sakeof djsqqssion 
invoIve|| the parallel beiween 
democracy and Christianity. If 
•interests me to think that maybe ' 
democracy . isn’t universal. 
Evangelicals strongly adhere 
to the universal nature of 
Christianity;, hut perhaps the 
two aren’t so congruent.
Some would try to 
make the argumeht that religion
does not have a political 
nature. That might be true of 
religion, but it .certainly is not 
of Christianity. The nature 
of Christianity - assumes that 
God is not merely interested 
in our personal, salvation, but 
in the holistic redemption of 
his création, : in which each 
individual is joined together 
in communion as .the body of 
Christ.
This ‘body’ is the 
actual embodiment of the 
person Jesus Christ. The 
; Church incarnates and re­
lives the message he preached. 
And, if the gospel narrative 
¿in the Bible hasn’t changed 
recently, he *:eame preaching 
a message of reconciliation, 
peace, wholeness and love. ' If 
we were to put it inÉte words 
of Christ himself, it H I  the 
kingdom of God. - It is to this 
kingdom that the Church must 
femain faithful.
Stanley Hauerwas, 
¿long with Will||Villimon in 
their book “Resident A lien ®  
wrote, “The cross is a sign of 
what happens when one takes 
God® account of reality more 
seriously than Caesar’s ... The 
overriding political task of the
mum
*  VtftfüV;- Vi » a *
• . •, «jar f* mLflm I(flu War ts
fflftNY Ato
I  V O I C «  W A R
Students gathered in the quad in March to protest the Iraq 
war and support peace. ' Submitted photo
church is to be the community 
of the cross!” The Church 
finds its distinctive quality 
in the message of the cross 
in which Jesus deliberately 
chose crucifixion instead of 
the sword, and then urges us to 
‘follow him.’ Instead of raising 
a violent insurrection, . Much 
the jews of the time expected 
ôf him, he humbled himself as 
a lamb to the slaughter. His Jife 
became a life of non-violent 
resistance in which he formed 
a group of disciples to become 
a unique, separate and distinct 
•community divorced from the 
way the world approaches 
life.
The Church is the 
community of believers who 
take seriously the words and 
life of Christ, embodying his 
ways and thus living a Christian 
ethic. Christian pacifism is' 
the outworking of this ethic. 
It is the church pleading in a 
prophetic voice to ‘love your 
enemies and pray for those 
who persecute you.’ Some 
of us gathered that Tuesday 
morning in a concerted effort to 
place priority on the kingdom 
of God over a kingdom of 
men. It is my prayer that our 
actions become a by-product 
of what God is doing in his 
church and may those actions 
always point to the cross.
Literature loses one of the greats at the age of 84
By Amanda Taylor
Forum writer.
Picture this: getting 
a phone cgill in the middle of 
the night from your signifitant 
other. 'You «pM!»>ino is calling! 
||cream , turn . the phone off, 
grumble, and then fall back 
into a blissful, undisturbed 
sleep. The next morning you 
roll out Of bed only to find your 
equally nerdy roommate glued 
to their computer,; reading 
aloud that THE Kurt Vonnegut
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has died. Half asleep, you 
rummage around, uncaring 
about the passing, of this great 
American atiffior. Only later 
do you realize what exactly 
.has happened. For most of 
you, this did not happen, but 
for me, this is a play by play 
of events "surrounding the 
announcement of Vonnegut’s 
unfortunate death.
Kurt Vonnegut wqs 
bom on. November 11, 1922, 
in Indianapolis, Ind. For a 
girl from downtown Indy 
.who loves Tof read, that’s* 
pretty amazing! Not your 
typical writer, Vonnegut is 
. often extremely quirky but 
istill thought provoking. He 
pulls you .into his novels with 
unusual pictures and abstract 
ideas such as Ice-nine and the 
end of the world in his book 
‘“Cat's Cradle.”
^Vonnegut’a nove^t are 
often a mixture erf humor and 
misfortune, ¿long with blurbs 
of Vonnegut’s personal life, • 
social commentary andscience 
fiction. What more could ydlfp 
Want! A majority ofVonnegut’s. 
w ori||- were influenced by 
World War II, in which 
Vonnegut became a prisoner 
of war | i  Dresden^ Germany. 
While there, he was forced to 
gather dead bodies for, mass 
burials. That experience alone
gaye Vonnegut the inspiration 
to*write his most famous novel! 
ft Slaughterhouse Five.’’
But why is Kurt 
Vonnegut so amazing® Most 
people, upon being questioned,
"Not your typical 
writer, Vonnegut 
is often extremely 
quirky, but still 
thought provok- 
Ing.
had no idea who he was. How 
can Sbe that such a wonderful 
•author is so unheard of? 
; Vonnegut’s novels have been 
cited as shaping twentieth- 
century American Literature. 
His novels are so compelling 
and humorous that the entire 
city of Indianapolis is hawgig 
a yearlong Celebration of all 
things Vonnegut.
H is, j books are 
everywhere for all to read, 
‘complete with discussion 
groups at most library 
branches. The event was even 
going to be crowned with 
Kurt Vonnegut speaking on 
April 27 at Butler University. 
Obviously, that event has been 
postponed indefinitely.
Although his death 
is unfortunate, Vonnegut 
always used to view death as 
something humorous. He once 
said that if he had a choice in 
the matter, he would like to 
die in an airplane Crash on the 
peak of Mount Kilimanjaro. 
His perspective on old age was 
often a joke when discussing 
the trouble it caused. In a 2005 
iiiterview-with the Associated 
Press,' Vonnegut said that 
“when Hemingway killed 
himself he put A period at the 
/end of his life; old age is more 
like a semicolon.” • Great 
outlook, AMAZING author. 
So it goes;
Note: Articles in Forum 
reflect the opinions 
of the contributing 
writer, not those of the 
GlimmerGlass staff.
I f  you have an opinion 
you would like to share 
or have comments 
regarding opinions 
you read in the Forum, 
please contact the editor 
atjswigart@olivet.edu.
What do you think?
Let us know at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.FORUM
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Imus opens his mouth and closes out his career
A fter nearly 3 0  years on the CBS airwaves, Don Im usfinally pushes the wrong button
By Jonathan Swigart
Forum Editor
Over the years, Don 
Imus has been the subject of 
much critici^v and debate 
for the people at CBS and 
MSNBC for his often, ques­
tionable comments towards 
psteners, media personalities 
and even his own employers.
That, however, came 
to . an abrupt end last week. 
Outrage and public outrcy:: 
ensued following comments' 
that Imus made on his April,
4 radio show while discussing 
the recent RutgersrTennessee 
Women* college basketball 
Championship game. While 
Imus expressed admiration 
for the. Tennessee women, 
he referred to the "Rutgers 
team as “nappy-headed hos.” 
Although originally 
given a two-week sttspen- 
ijon for his commen^ione 
week*,after it became pub­
lic* Imus was fired from 
CBS under growing protest.
While he did issue a 
formal apology for the com­
ment, I do question the sinceri­
ty of it. Should I put my trust in 
an apology coming from a man 
who has op several Other occa­
sions belittled people without 
any remorse? No. Nor should 
anyone else accept an apol­
ogy coming from a man who 
called the New York Knicks 
“chest-thumping pimps g  
The reality of this
situation ¿  that Imus received 
the punishment he’s deserved 
on more, than one occasion. 
He has effectively shown that 
racism is alive and well in this 
country while Simultaneously 
associating the media with 
perpetuating racial stereo­
types. There is a list that I’m 
sure he keeps.of guests on his 
shqjv who have vowed never 
to come back due to the caustic 
things he has said about them.
Granted, his show 
has run on his shock-induc­
ing comments for years, but it’ 
seems that he finally reached 
the ‘‘enough is enough” mark 
with the general public and 
eyen his own sponsors with 
most of them pulling out of 
their deals® with the radio 
show. According to a recent 
article in the Chicago Sun- 
Times, Imus, in his time “as a 
jockey, has insulted almost 
everyone under the sun; from
/
African Americans and Jews 
to Arabs and homosexual® 
So what does this 
mean for Imus? My guess is 
that he ’ll go the way of Howard 
Stem and find his way to satel­
lite radio where people have to 
pay to hear his cheap insult^ 
A§-far as the Rutgers 
women are concerned, they 
accepted Imus’ apology pub­
licly,, but that doesn’t mean 
their pride hasii’t suffered. 
Cheap shots at guests Hfro al­
most expect to be chided are 
one thing, but attacking a team 
of female ^College athletes 
about their looks, suggesting 
that they are dirty, promisetl-, 
ous and look more like men 
i s . completely demeaning.
T hi|| recent incident 
has raised the question of"what 
is and isn’t acceptable forjpub- 
l i f  radio. PSha^d there be a, 
code of «prnduct that jockeys 
such as Imus should adhere
to? More importantly, does 
implementing such a policy 
Step on the toesp of the first 
amendment? I  think up to this 
point in his career, CBS has 
done a good job of .allowing 
fm|§ his freedom of speech, so 
if they by chance did tighten 
their personal conduct policy; 
if anything ii would probably 
be atstep in k better direction.
Another thing that 
supporters qf Imu& are over-, 
looking is the fact that he was 
representing more than just his 
own personal beliefs when he 
said wh^t he did; he was repre­
senting his employers, to the 61 
rhdio stations across the coun­
try that earned him a combined 
total salary of nearly $10 mil­
lion. For that much to be paid 
Caish year Jp-ia man whose 
job was to open his" mouth, 
the least he could do wa§ 
know, when to keep i|priosedy
Living homeless: A perspective people should see
By Trentor$4vey________ _
Forum writer
Last Thursday I went 
downtown with some friends 
from Northwest. Nazarene 
University who were visiting 
our campus. The group I was 
With decided’ to treat some 
homeless’- people to lunch. 
After finding two hungry 
looking individuals, we headed 
towards the McDonald’s on 
Randolph and Wabash. Once 
seated,* conversation was a 
little difficult ' because Our 
guests didn’t want to Stop 
eating long enough to talk.
As*, they were both 
finishing up with their food, 
two undercover police officers 
came into the building. The 
police came over to our table 
and yanked the homeless man 
who was sitting next to me 
out of his seat. After putting 
handcuffs on him, they started 
to forcibly escort him out of 
the building. When I asked 
what was going on, the only 
response I got was,. “If your 
not his lawyer don’t talk to 
me,” Within a minute they 
were gone. All of us were a
little, shocked. The second 
homeless? mandrill -sitting at 
our table, had that, “Oh dang m 
I’m screwed” look on his face. 
Three oth four minuteSlater, 
the same two police came in 
and did the same thing to our 
other guest. I got up and asked 
to see the manager, When I 
asked why they were forcibly 
Aborted out of the building, 
the manager said they didn’t- 
want homeless people in 
McDonald’s^ because,,. “They 
are always causing trouble 
and our customers keep 
complaining (about having to 
sit in the same room as them.)” 
We so often forget 
that even the drug addicts and 
outcasts are real people too. 
They are able to feel cold and
hunger and rejection just like 
the rest of us. This week we 
will be holding a,homeless 
simulation. To make this 
evenilp realistic as possible, 
all those participating Avill 
be sleeping in Snowbarger 
Park,/eating leftover food off 
of people’s trays and using 
the public restrooms to bathe.
Why are we doing 
this? • • We want to allowl 
ourselves to see things from a 
homeless persolFs-perspectivfl 
This event is more than jus^ 
role-playing, though. We will 
be spending Saturday morning 
in Chicago working with the 
homeless. If we can’t bring 
the homeless people to the 
food||we will bring the food 
to the homelep people.. If you
are interested in participating,, 
"sehd an email with your name 
and your student ID number to 
sds%oli||t.edu by Tuesday at 
noon. Everyone i^invited to 
come to Chicago with us, even 
if you don’t participate during 
the rest of the week. Sometimes 
it seems that there is a real lack
of understanding within the 
Commumty of there® wficLplye 
the simplest o£ amehities such 
as,t food, water,, clean clothes 
or just a blanket and a pillow^ 
Before* making the mistlse 
of disregarding a homeless- 
person’s life, try seeing what 
it’s really like for them.
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